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it could not be taken by assault. This hope faded when,
after a siege of four months, an Egyptian fleet broke
through the blockade and introduced supplies of food and
strengthened the garrison. Baldwin was besought to give
up the siege and he agreed to retire. The Templars opposed
withdrawal. They assured the king that Ascalon would yet
be taken, and, inspired by their faith, Baldwin countermanded
his orders.
The siege dragged on for several more weeks, and then
Baldwin again decided that the attackers could do nothing
but retreat. The preparations for departure had actually
begun when an embassy came from the town and offered to
capitulate if the lives of the defenders were spared. This
condition was accepted, and the Christians triumphantly
entered the city. For over fifty years they had longed to
win Ascalon, and, had the defenders lasted another day,
Egypt would have retained the port. The capture of
Ascalon is the outstanding achievement of the reign of
Baldwin III and a bright spot in a succession of defeats.
The Franks would have failed to take Ascalon had
Baldwin not listened to the Templars, but before the end of
the siege, according to one account, the Order was in deep
disgrace. Mining operations were carried out at several
points, and, owing to a sudden subsidence, part of the city
wall collapsed prematurely, leaving a large breach. u The
Christians ", says the chronicler, w took to arms and rushed
to the place where it seemed that heaven had opened a
passage for them to enter the town. But Bernard de
Tremelay, Master of the Knights of the Temple, and his
brethren were before them* They defended the passage and
permitted no one to get through* We are told that they
acted thus in order to gain a rich booty for themselves by
having the choice of what was in the town. For it is a
custom observed as a law among the Christians at that time
that in all towns taken by force what a man can seize far ;*

